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Falsification Attacks against WPA-TKIP in a Realistic Environment

Yosuke TODO†a), Yuki OZAWA†, Student Members, Toshihiro OHIGASHI††, Member,
and Masakatu MORII†,

SUMMARY In this paper, we propose two new falsification attacks
against Wi-Fi Protected Access Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (WPA-
TKIP). A previous realistic attack succeeds only for a network that sup-
ports IEEE 802.11e QoS features by both an access point (AP) and a client,
and it has an execution time of 12–15 min, in which it recovers a message
integrity code (MIC) key from an ARP packet. Our first attack reduces the
execution time for recovering a MIC key. It can recover the MIC key within
7–8 min. Our second attack expands its targets that can be attacked. This at-
tack focuses on a new vulnerability of QoS packet processing, and this vul-
nerability can remove the condition that the AP supports IEEE 802.11e. In
addition, we discovered another vulnerability by which our attack succeeds
under the condition that the chipset of the client supports IEEE 802.11e
even if the client disables this standard through the OS. We demonstrate
that chipsets developed by several kinds of vendors have the same vulnera-
bility.
key words: wireless LAN network, WPA-TKIP, falsification attack, QoS,
vulnerability

1. Introduction

Wi-Fi Protected Access Temporal Key Integrity Protocol
(WPA-TKIP) is a security protocol that protects data con-
fidentiality and integrity in wireless LAN communication.
This protocol was introduced in order to prevent the vulner-
ability [1]–[4] of Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) [5]. Sev-
eral researchers have deliberated about the security aspects
of WPA-TKIP [6], [7]. However, thus far, no realistic attack
against WPA-TKIP, except for the dictionary attack, had
been known. In 2008, Beck and Tews proposed a falsifica-
tion attack on WPA-TKIP [8]. Their attack (called the Beck-
Tews attack) has an execution time of 12–15 min, in which
the message integrity code (MIC) can be recovered, en-
abling the forging of short encryption packets such as ARP
packets. The Beck-Tews attack is based on the chopchop
attack, known as the replay attack, on WEP. Since WPA-
TKIP has a mechanism for preventing the replay attack, the
Beck-Tews attack succeeds only in the case of a network
that supports IEEE 802.11e features. WPA-TKIP has a TSC
counter that increases every time the receiver receives regu-
lar data. If the received initialization vector (IV) is less than
or equal to the TSC counter, the received encrypted packet is
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discarded. The communication using IEEE 802.11e has four
access categories, and the TSC counter is managed for each
access category. The attacker selects the access category
with a small TSC counter and executes the replay attack. In
addition, Beck and Tews also proposed an attack based on a
man-in-the-middle attack, which can be executed under the
condition that a network does not support IEEE802.11e [8].
In 2009, Ohigashi and Morii considered a concrete proce-
dure of the man-in-the-middle attack against WPA-TKIP
and we call this attack the Ohigashi-Morii attack [9]. These
attacks expand their targets to other products that do not
support IEEE 802.11e. However, it is necessary to inter-
rupt communication between the access point (AP) and the
client to execute the man-in-the-middle attack, which makes
it difficult to execute the Ohigashi-Morii attack in a realistic
environment.

In this paper, we propose two new attacks against
WPA-TKIP. The first is a high-speed falsification attack
that can recover a MIC key within 7–8 min. The second
is an attack that expands its targets in a manner different
from that of the Ohigashi-Morii attack (man-in-the-middle
attack). This proposed attack exploits the newly discovered
vulnerability in the QoS packet processing feature of IEEE
802.11e. The receiver receives a falsification packet de-
spite the fact that the communication does not support IEEE
802.11e. This vulnerability removes the condition that the
AP supports IEEE 802.11e. We execute this proposed attack
against clients chosen at random. As a result, our attack suc-
ceeds under the condition that the chipset of the client sup-
ports IEEE 802.11e even if the client disables this standard
through the OS. Many chipsets of clients available in the
market in recent years support IEEE 802.11e. Therefore, if
other clients have this vulnerability, almost all WPA-TKIP
implementations would fail to protect a system against the
falsification attack in a realistic environment.

This paper is organized as follows. WPA-TKIP and
three systems for preventing the falsification attack are dis-
cussed in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, the Beck-Tews attack is de-
scribed. Next, the two proposed attacks are discussed. The
high-speed falsification attack is described in Sect. 4, and the
new falsification attack that is based on the vulnerability of
QoS packet processing is described in Sect. 5, respectively.
In Sect. 6, our proposed attacks are evaluated. Finally, the
paper is concluded in Sect. 7.

Copyright c© 2012 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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2. Wi-Fi Protected Access

After the vulnerability of WEP was reported [1]–[4], the
IEEE Standards Association formulated a new encryption
standard, IEEE 802.11i [10]. This standard has three main
functions: user authentication function by the Extensible
Authentication Protocol (EAP), integrity check function by
TKIP, and encryption function by the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES). However, it is impossible to introduce AES
in the legacy model. Then, the Wi-Fi Alliance [11] intro-
duced WPA-TKIP as an interim measure until the use of
IEEE 802.11i becomes widespread. As mentioned above,
WPA-TKIP has a user authentication function by EAP and
an integrity check function by TKIP.

In WPA-TKIP, a 256-bit pairwise master key (PMK)
is shared between the AP and the client. In WPA-PSK, a
secret key is pre-shared between the AP and the client, and
the PMK is calculated by the pre-shared key [10]. On the
other hand, in WPA-802.1X, the authentication server au-
thenticates the client and negotiates a secure PMK [12]. In
each association, a 512-bit pairwise transient key (PTK) is
shared between the AP and the client by using the PMK and
four-way handshake. The PTK generates a 64-bit MIC key
K∗ and a 128-bit encryption key K. The MIC key is used to
generate a MIC, and the encryption key is used to encrypt
packets.

2.1 Processing for Sender

A sender calculates a MIC from the MIC key and a MAC
Service Data Unit (MSDU) by using a message integrity
check function MICHAEL. The MIC is added to the MSDU
as follows:

MS DU ||michael(K∗,MS DU),

where michael(K∗,MS DU) is a 64-bit MIC and || denotes
concatenation. The MSDU with the MIC is fragmented into
MAC Protocol Data Units (MPDUs). A 32-bit checksum is
calculated from each MPDU by using CRC32 and is added
to the MPDU as follows:

MPDU ||CRC32(MPDU),

where CRC32(MPDU) is the 32-bit checksum.
Encryption of WPA is executed for each MPDU with

the checksum. A packet key PK is generated from a 48-bit
IV, an encryption key K, and a sender MAC address by using
a specific hash function for WPA, hash(). Each MPDU has
a different IV and the value of the IV is incremented by 1
each time a new IV is generated. In WPA, the IV is called
the TKIP sequence counter (TSC).

A stream cipher RC4 is used as an encryption algo-
rithm for WPA-TKIP. RC4 generates a pseudo-random se-
quence (called a keystream) Z = (Z1,Z2, . . . ,ZL) from a
packet key and an IV; here, Zi is one-byte variable and
L is the length of a plaintext. The keystream is XOR-ed

Fig. 1 Processing for sender.

with plaintext P = (P1, P2, . . . , PL) to obtain a ciphertext
C = (C1,C2, . . . ,CL) as follows:

Ci = Pi ⊕ Zi (i = 1, 2, . . . , L),

where both Ci and Pi are one-byte variable. The encryption
of WPA is then expressed as follows:

C = (MPDU ||CRC32(MPDU)) ⊕ RC4(PK).

The encrypted MPDU and the IV are sent to the receiver.
The processing carried out for the sender in WPA is shown
in Fig. 1.

2.2 Processing for Receiver

The receiver receives an encrypted MPDU and an IV. Then,
the received IV is compared with the TSC counter, which is
an IV value corresponding to the encrypted MPDU accepted
most recently. If the received IV is less than or equal to the
TSC counter, the received encrypted MPDU is discarded.
As a result, attackers cannot execute the replay attack. We
call this method by which the packet is discarded the TKIP-
IV check.

In the decryption of WPA, the receiver generates a
keystream Z from the received IV and the packet key PK.
The keystream Z of the receiver is the same as that of the
sender. A plaintext P is obtained as follows:

Pi = Pi ⊕ Zi ⊕ Zi = Ci ⊕ Zi (i = 1, 2, . . . , L).

The decryption of WPA is expressed as follows:

(MPDU ||CRC32(MPDU)) = C ⊕ RC4(PK).

The receiver calculates a checksum from the received
MPDU, and this calculated checksum is compared with the
received checksum. If their values are different, the received
MPDU is discarded. It should be noted that the receiver does
not send an error message of the checksum to the sender. We
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Fig. 2 Processing for receiver.

call this method by which the packet is discarded the check-
sum check.

When all MPDUs are obtained, they are reassembled
to form the MSDU. The receiver calculates a MIC from
the received MSDU and the MIC key by using the function
Michael, and then, the calculated MIC is compared with the
received MIC. If their values are different, all the received
MPDUs corresponding to the MSDU are discarded and the
receiver sends an error message of MIC (MIC failure re-
port frame) to the sender. In WPA, the MIC key is changed
if more than two MIC failure report frames are sent to the
sender in less than 1 min. When the MSDU is accepted, the
TSC counter is updated to the largest value of the IVs corre-
sponding to all the MPDUs. We call this method by which
the packet is discarded the MIC check. The processing car-
ried out for the receiver in WPA is shown in Fig. 2.

3. The Beck-Tews Attack

As explained Sect. 2.2, WPA-TKIP includes three methods
that prevent the falsification attack (the TKIP-IV check, the
checksum check, and the MIC check). The Beck-Tews at-
tack [8] can break these three methods. For breaking the
TKIP-IV check, Beck and Tews used a special feature of
IEEE 802.11e. For breaking the checksum check, they pro-
posed a method in which the chopchop attack [3] on WEP
is applied to WPA-TKIP. For breaking the MIC check, they
proposed a reversible function of MICHAEL. Then, this at-
tack recovers the MIC key and plaintext from an encrypted
short packet and falsifies the packet.

3.1 The Method for Breaking the TKIP-IV Check

Here, we describe IEEE 802.11e (QoS control for a wire-
less LAN network) against which the Beck-Tews attack can

Table 1 Access categories of IEEE 802.11e.

Access category Priority Description

Voice 7, 6 Highest priority
Voice data such as VoIP

Video 5, 4 Second-highest priority
Video data

Best effort 0, 3
Third-highest priority
Traffic from legacy devices or appli-

cations

Background 2, 1
Lowest priority
File downloads, print jobs

execute. QoS control is a technology by which the qual-
ity of service in a network is controlled. Various technolo-
gies have been proposed for QoS control. IEEE 802.11e is
a technology that controls the QoS in a wireless LAN net-
work. IEEE 802.11e includes two methods for QoS control.
In one method, QoS control is achieved by assigning prior-
ity to each packet, whereas in the other method, a priority
is assigned to each implementation by handling the con-
troller. The first method has been certified as Wi-Fi Mul-
timedia (WMM) by the Wi-Fi Alliance [13]. In this paper,
QoS control by WMM is referred to as IEEE 802.11e.

The mechanism of IEEE 802.11e is as follows. Com-
munication using IEEE 802.11e has four access categories.
Table 1 lists the specifications and roles of the four different
access categories. An actual communication classifies data
on the basis of priority. Moreover, the TSC counter is man-
aged in each access category in IEEE 802.11e. Therefore,
each priority has a different TSC counter. When attacker
captures the encryption packet of IV = x, she/he selects
the priority that TSC counter is less than or equal to x − 1
and executes the replay attack like the chopchop attack. In
this time, an IV of the received packet is less than the TSC
counter of the priority and the TKIP-IV check does not oper-
ate. The Beck-Tews attack can execute a falsification attack
by using abovementioned technique.

3.2 The Method for Breaking the Checksum Check

For breaking the checksum check, the Beck-Tews attack
uses the chopchop attack executed against WEP. The pur-
pose of the chopchop attack is to obtain information about
a plaintext from a given ciphertext. It should be noted that
this attack cannot acquire the encryption key of WEP.

We now explain the chopchop attack against WPA-
TKIP. This attack focuses on the properties of CRC32,
which is generally used as an error detection code. If the
attacker knows the least significant byte of CRC32, she/he
can restore CRC32 that chops off the least significant byte
of the payload. A plaintext can be easily modified by an
XOR operation in the encryption of the stream cipher. The
chopchop attack restores the keystream by using this charac-
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Fig. 3 Structure of ARP packet.

ter of the stream cipher. In WPA-TKIP, the least significant
byte of CRC32 is encrypted. Hence, the attacker calculates
CRC32 that chops off some possible values of the least sig-
nificant byte (0xFF from 0x00); then, she/he sends the fal-
sification packet that attaches CRC32 to the client. If the
predicted least significant byte is accurate, the MIC check
is executed. Further, the probability that the MIC coinci-
dentally agrees with is very low (1/264). Then, the attacker
can determine the correct plaintext value by observing the
error message of MIC. However, the MIC key is changed if
more than two error messages of MIC are sent back to the
sender in less than 1 min. Thus, the Beck-Tews attack re-
quires a standby time of 1 min after 1 byte is restored. Thus,
this attack is not effective when the target packet has a large
number of unknown bytes. Hence, Beck and Tews focused
on the ARP packet. The ARP packet can estimate plain-
text with high probability. Figure 3 shows the structure of
the ARP packet. Beck and Tews assumed that the IP ad-
dresses of the sender and the receiver (excluding respective
lowest bytes) can be predicted with high probability. This
is an appropriate assumption, because many users use wire-
less LAN implementations in the default configuration. In
this case, 14 bytes (data, MIC, and checksum) are unknown.
The attacker executes the chopchop attack 12 times against
the ARP packet and restores the MIC and checksum. The
IP addresses of the sender and receiver (respective lowest
bytes) are restored by comparison with the checksum. By
repeating this attack, the attacker can determine almost all
bytes of the keystream.

3.3 The Method for Breaking the MIC Check

Finally, we explain the method for breaking the MIC check.
In WPA-TKIP, the MIC is calculated by using the message
integrity check function MICHAEL as follows:

MIC = michael(MICKey,DestinationMACAddress,

S ourceMACAddress,QoS priority,Data).

Beck and Tews used a reverse function of MICHAEL as fol-
lows:

MICKey = reverse michael

(MIC,DestinationMACAddress,

S ourceMACAddress,QoS priority,Data).

Then, the MIC key is easily restorable from the ARP packet
and MIC. Once the attacker has obtained the keystream cor-
responding to the MIC key and the IV, she/he can counterfeit
the encryption packet, whose size is the same as that of the
keystream.

4. The Reverse Chopchop Attack

In this section, we describe our proposed attack that im-
proves the execution time for recovering the MIC key from
an ARP packet. We call this attack the reverse chopchop at-
tack. This attack is used to break the checksum check, and
it can recover the MIC key within 7–8 min.

4.1 Principle of the Reverse Chopchop Attack

The Beck-Tews attack sequentially restores the unknown
bytes of the keystream from the lower byte of the packet.
However, if all the bytes of the packet, except for CRC32,
are already known, the restoration of CRC32 is unnecessary.
Then, we apply a technique for restoring the keystream us-
ing higher bytes of the packet to WPA-TKIP. This technique
for WEP has been proposed in [4].

We next describe the principle of the reverse chopchop
attack. We assume that the higher bytes of a packet are
known to attacker. Generally, this assumption holds because
the higher bytes of the packet of IEEE 802.11 are fixed or
guessable values. This attack recovers the next unknown
byte of this packet by using the known bytes and cipher-
text. The attacker can calculate CRC32 corresponding to
the data that removes the lowest three bytes from already
known bytes. When this data is encrypted, all data except
the least significant byte can be encrypted correctly. In addi-
tion, the attacker sends falsification packets created using all
256 candidates of the least significant byte. If attacker sends
falsification packets created using the correct least signifi-
cant byte, the receiver passes the checksum check for this
packet and execute the MIC check. However this packet
cannot pass the MIC check at a high probability. Then re-
ceiver sends a MIC failure report frame. The attacker can
restore one unknown byte of a keystream by detecting the
MIC failure report frame. Figure 4 shows the process of this
attack.

The effect of the reverse chopchop attack is explained
as follows:

1. This attack can execute an information gathering at-
tack. The reverse chopchop attack can restore the IP
address belonging to a local network before restoring
CRC32 and MIC. Namely, the attacker can determine
the connection between the IP address and the MAC
address, because the attacker can know the MAC ad-
dress from the unencrypted IEEE 802.11 header. This
IP address is a significant value, unlike those of the
MIC and CRC. Even if the update interval of the MIC
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Fig. 4 Reverse chopchop attack.

key is short in the target network, it is difficult to pre-
vent the information gathering attack because the ex-
ecution time is only 5 sec, as will be determined in
Sect. 4.2.

2. The reverse chopchop attack can reduce the execu-
tion time required to restore the MIC key. This attack
does not necessarily restore the checksum. Moreover,
source and destination IP addresses can be recovered
beforehand by using the information gathering attack.
Therefore, an effect equivalent to that of the Beck-Tews
attack can be achieved by executing eight reverse chop-
chop attacks; the reverse chopchop attack can recover
the MIC key within 7–8 min.

3. The reverse chopchop attack can execute the falsifica-
tion attack at a high speed after the MIC key is restored.
If the attacker knows the MIC key, she/he can recover
the MIC and checksum from IP addresses. Therefore,
if attacker knows the source and destination IP ad-
dresses, the falsification attack can be executed in 1 sec
or less †. Even if the attacker does not know source
and destination IP addresses, she/he can recover the IP
addresses by using the information gathering attack.

4. The reverse chopchop attack can falsify a variable-
length packet. This attack can also restore a keystream
with a length more than that of the keystream used for
the chopchop attack. Therefore, this attack can falsify
a variable-length packet, but a time of 1 min is required
to enhance the keystream by 1 byte.

4.2 The Execution Time and Experimental Result

Next, we discuss the execution time required for recovering
the MIC key. If an attacker executes the chopchop attack
in order to recover the MIC key, then the execution time is
expressed as follows:

T = 11 + 12 · Taverage (min), (1)

where Taverage is the average execution time for one chop-
chop attack and “11 min” is standby time for the attack ex-
ecuted 11 times to prevent the AP from shutting down. On

Table 2 Experimental result.

Tinterval (s) Success (%) Failure A (%) Failure B (%)
1.75 7 89 4

2 82 13 5
5 88 1 11
10 89 1 10
15 90 1 9
20 93 1 6

the other hand, if an attacker executes the reverse chopchop
attack in order to recover the MIC key, then the execution
time is expressed as follows:

T = 7 + 8 · Taverage (min), (2)

where Taverage is the average execution time for one reverse
chopchop attack and “7 min” is standby time for the attack
executed 7 times to prevent the AP from shutting down. This
execution time (Taverage) is similar to that for one chopchop
attack. Then, the reverse chopchop attack can recover the
MIC key faster than the chopchop attack. Next, we eval-
uate the execution time for one (reverse) chopchop attack,
because this execution time has not yet been evaluated com-
prehensively.

First, we explain the execution time Taverage. The cor-
rect value recovered by one (reverse) chopchop attack ap-
pears between 0x00 and 0xFF with the same probability,
because the data is encrypted. Therefore, the average time
for one (reverse) chopchop attack is

Taverage =
1
2
· Tinterval, (3)

where Tinterval is the execution time required to send 256
packets.

Next, we explain the execution time Tinterval. In the (re-
verse) chopchop attack, the attacker has to observe a MIC
failure report frame in a short time. The shorter this time
is, the greater the probability of recovering the wrong key
is. Then, we experiment with 6 different execution times
(Tinterval): 1.75 sec, 2 sec, 5 sec, 10 sec, 15 sec, and 20 sec.
We attack the target located at a distance of 10 meters and
place a barrier between the targets and us. Namely, we per-
formed the experiment in a realistic environment for attack-
ers. Table 2 lists the experimental results.

Failure A shows the probability of the wrong key being
detected, and Failure B shows the probability of the attacker
missing the MIC failure report frame. Failure B does not
depend on the value of Tinterval. We think that the reason
for this abnormality is the noise between the AP and the
client. On the other hand, Failure A depends on the value
of Tinterval, and the shorter the Tinterval value, the larger is
Failure A. As can be seen from Table 2, the attacker should
spend a minimum time of 5 sec to send 256 packets. Of
course, this execution time Tinterval should be changed ac-
cording to the performance of the target. Then, the attacker
can select a suitable execution time Tinterval by executing

†This execution time includes only the time in which the at-
tacker creates and sends a falsification packet.
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Fig. 5 QoS forgery attack.

the information gathering attack. If the attacker spends a
time of 10 sec to send 256 packets, Taverage becomes 5 sec
by Eq. (3). Therefore, the chopchop attack can recover the
MIC key in about 12 min as Eq. (1). In contrast, calculated
from the reverse chopchop attack can recover the MIC key
in about 7 min 40 sec as calculated from Eq. (2).

5. The QoS Forgery Attack

In this section, we describe our proposed falsification attack
that is based on the vulnerability of QoS packet processing.
We call this attack the QoS forgery attack. The QoS forgery
attack is used to break the TKIP-IV check.

The Beck-Tews attack can be executed against only
a network that supports IEEE 802.11e features. However,
IEEE 802.11e can be disabled by setting the AP appropri-
ately, and a client connected to an AP that does not support
IEEE 802.11e cannot be attacked. The proposed attack does
not depend on whether the network supports IEEE 802.11e,
because this attack employs the new vulnerability of the
wireless LAN implementation in the processing of the IEEE
802.11e function by the client. Many wireless LAN imple-
mentations may have this vulnerability and are prone to be
attacked. In the next paragraph, we describe the principle of
this attack. Figure 5 shows the flowchart of the entire attack.

5.1 Principle of the QoS Forgery Attack

First, an attacker checks the structure of the captured packet.
Figure 6 shows the structure of the IEEE 802.11 header of
a regular packet, and Fig. 7 shows that of the IEEE 802.11
header of a QoS packet †. A comparison of these structures
reveals that the values of frame controls of the headers are
different. Similar to the Beck-Tews attack, the main target
of our proposed attack is an ARP packet; which has the

Fig. 6 Structure of IEEE 802.11 header for regular packet.

Fig. 7 Structure of IEEE 802.11 header for QoS packet.

structure of a data frame. The frame control of the QoS
ARP packet is “0x88,” but that of the regular ARP packet is
“0x08.” If the captured packet is a regular ARP packet, the
attacker modifies it to a QoS ARP packet.

Next, we describe the method for modifying a regular
packet to a QoS packet. The comparison between Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7 reveals two differences. The first is the most signif-
icant byte of the frame control. The attacker rewrites this
byte to “0x88.” The second is that the QoS packet contains
the QoS control field. The priority shown in Sect. 3.1 is in-
serted in this field. The QoS control field does not exist in a
regular packet. Therefore, the attacker inserts a QoS control
field in the captured packet. The attacker also sets an ap-
propriate priority and then executes the chopchop attack or
the reverse chopchop attack by using the QoS forgery packet
and recovers the MIC. We omit the explanation of this pro-
cess, because the chopchop attack and the reverse chopchop
attack have already been described in Sect. 3 and Sect. 4, re-
spectively.

Finally, the attacker recovers the MIC key. After this
recovery, the attacker terminates the modification. This is
because the MIC is calculated from various data, includ-
ing priority, and the MIC recovered by the attacker is that

†Source MAC Address, Destination MAC Address, and
BSSID are inserted in the three MAC address fields.
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Table 4 Comparison of the Beck-Tews attack and the proposed attack.

����������
Access Point Client Network

Beck-Tews attack QoS enabled QoS enabled QoS enabled
Proposed attack - IEEE 802.11e function (chipset) QoS disabled

Table 3 Experimental result.

Chipset vendor Release vendor Type Release Result
Co.A Co.a USB 2008 Success
Co.A Co.b CardBus 2006 Success
Co.A Co.c chipset 2009 Success
Co.B Co.d USB 2009 Success
Co.B Co.e chipset 2009 Success
Co.B Co.f chipset 2008 Success
Co.C Co.a USB 2007 Success
Co.C Co.d CardBus 2006 Failure
Co.D Co.g chipset 2009 Success
Co.D Co.h chipset 2006 Success

of original packet (not QoS packet). Therefore it should
be noted that if the attacker recovers the MIC key from the
modification packet instead of the original packet, the MIC
key is an incorrect key.

The attacker uses the inverse function of Michael after
releasing the QoS forgery, and then recovers the MIC key.
The attacker can falsify the packet with this MIC key, be-
cause the key does not depend on the priority or the packet
structure.

5.2 Experimental Result

In this section, we evaluate the QoS forgery attack to ex-
amine the type of product that can be attacked. We disable
the IEEE 802.11e function of the AP. Namely, we evaluate
our attack in an environment in which the Beck-Tews attack
cannot be executed, because the QoS packet is not sent to
the target network. Further, we experiment with three types
of clients (USB type, CardBus type, and Chipset with built-
in PC) that support the IEEE 802.11e with a chipset. We
execute the ARP cache poisoning attack and judge that the
proposed attack will succeed if the ARP table is rewritten
in the experiment. Table 3 lists the experimental results.
Chipset vendor indicates the company that developed the
chipset of the target product, whereas, release vendor indi-
cates the company that sells the product. If the client type is
chipset, the release vendor is a company that sells comput-
ers.

The experimental results reveal that several wireless
LAN implementations are potential attack targets. However,
we were unable to attack Co.C (CardBus, 2006) because
the communication was intercepted by one chopchop at-
tack. However, this implementation is a breach of protocol.
Namely, our attack succeeds under the condition that the
chipset of the client supports IEEE 802.11e. Many chipsets
of clients available in the market in recent years support
IEEE 802.11e. Therefore, if other clients have this vulnera-
bility, almost all WPA-TKIP implementations would fail to

protect a system against the falsification attack in a realistic
environment.

6. Consideration

In this section, we compare the Beck-Tews attack with the
proposed attack. We also consider a technique for prevent-
ing the proposed attack.

First, we compare the Beck-Tews attack with the pro-
posed attack. The target of the Beck-Tews attack is a net-
work that supports IEEE 802.11e. However, the proposed
attack can be executed independently of the setting of the
AP, and it does not require the QoS packets to be sent on
the network. Therefore, the target of the proposed attack
can be explained to a client whose chipset corresponds to
IEEE 802.11e. Table 4 lists the differences between the
Beck-Tews attack and the proposed attack. According to
our experiment, we can attack all clients that support IEEE
802.11e with a chipset. Further, as mentioned above, many
clients introduced in the market in recent years have the
IEEE 802.11e function for the chipset. In other words, if
other clients have this vulnerability, almost all implementa-
tions of WPA-TKIP can be attacked.

Next, we consider a technique for preventing the pro-
posed attack. First, vendors should immediately take steps
to overcome this vulnerability. If vendors implement a client
that discards the QoS packet when it does not use IEEE
802.11e, the attacker cannot use our proposed attack. How-
ever, we should consider the technique for preventing this
attack until the vulnerability is overcome. Then, we strongly
recommend the shift to WPA2-AES [14]. However, we con-
sider another technique for preventing the proposed attack;
it involves reducing the key update interval for preventing
the Beck-Tews attack [8], [14]. Note that the technique can-
not prevent the information gathering attack proposed in
Sect. 4.1. The information gathering attack can obtain a re-
lation between an IP address and a MAC address. Although
this relation cannot cause a realistic damage compared with
the MIC key, it may give the attacker some information that
can be used for another attack. For example, in Sect. 4.1, we
abuse this relation to reduce the execution time required to
restore the MIC key.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed two new falsification attacks.
First, we proposed the reverse chopchop attack, which is
an improvement over the chopchop attack and can recover
a MIC key within 7–8 min. Next, we proposed the QoS
forgery attack, which is a falsification attack based on the
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vulnerability of QoS packet processing. In this attack, the
condition for the Beck-Tews attack that the AP supports
IEEE 802.11e is negated. In addition, we discovered another
vulnerability by which our attack succeeds under the con-
dition that the chipset of the client supports IEEE 802.11e
even if the client disables this standard through the OS. In
other words, if other clients have this vulnerability, almost
all implementations of WPA-TKIP can be attacked. There-
fore, WPA-TKIP is not secure in a realistic environment.
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